
 

Tuesday set an unofficial record for the
hottest day on Earth. Wednesday may break
it.

July 6 2023, by MELINA WALLING and SETH BORENSTEIN

  
 

  

A Kashmiri man cools off at a stream on a hot summer day on the outskirts of
Srinagar, Indian controlled Kashmir, Tuesday, July 4, 2023. The entire planet
sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday
and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists at the Climate
Reanalyzer project. The unofficial heat records come after months of unusually
hot conditions due to climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP
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The planet's temperature spiked on Tuesday to its hottest day in decades
and likely centuries, and Wednesday could become the third straight day
Earth unofficially marks a record-breaking high. It's the latest in a series
of climate-change extremes that alarm but don't surprise scientists.

The globe's average temperature reached 62.9 degrees Fahrenheit (17.18
degrees Celsius) on Tuesday, according to the University of Maine's 
Climate Reanalyzer, a common tool based on satellite data, observations,
and computer simulations and used by climate scientists for a glimpse of
the world's condition. On Monday, the average temperature was 62.6
degrees Fahrenheit (17.01 degrees Celsius), setting a record that lasted
only 24 hours.

For scientists, it's a sweaty case of I-told-you-so.

"A record like this is another piece of evidence for the now massively
supported proposition that global warming is pushing us into a hotter
future," said Stanford University climate scientist Chris Field, who was
not part of the calculations.

On Wednesday, 38 million Americans were under some kind of heat
alert, said National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration chief
scientist Sarah Kapnick. She said the global heat is from a natural El
Nino warming of the Pacific that heats up the planet as it changes
worldwide weather on top of human-caused climate change from the
burning of coal, oil and gas.
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https://climatereanalyzer.org/clim/t2_daily/
https://phys.org/tags/satellite+data/
https://phys.org/tags/climate+scientists/
https://phys.org/tags/global+warming/
https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html


 

  

Lucas Harrington, age 7, cools off in a mister at Kauffman Stadium as
temperatures approach 100 degrees fahrenheit before a baseball game between
the Kansas City Royals and the Cleveland Guardians, Wednesday, June 28, 2023,
in Kansas City, Mo. The entire planet sweltered for the two unofficial hottest
days in human recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday, according to University of
Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project. The unofficial heat records
come after months of unusually hot conditions due to climate change and a
strong El Nino event. Credit: AP Photo/Charlie Riedel

Even normally cooler communities are feeling the heat. In North
Grenville, Ontario, the city turned ice-hockey rinks into cooling centers
as temperatures Wednesday hit 90 degrees Fahrenheit (32 degrees
Celsius), with humidity making it making it feel like 100.4 degrees (38
degrees Celsius).
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"I feel like we live in a tropical country right now," city spokeswoman
Jill Sturdy said. "It just kind of hits you. The air is so thick."

THE RECORD HIGHS ARE UNOFFICIAL BUT
SIGNIFICANT

University of Maine climate scientist Sean Birkle, creator of the Climate
Reanalyzer, said the daily figures are unofficial but a useful snapshot of
what's happening in a warming world. Think of it as the temperature of
someone who's ill, he said, It tells you something might be wrong, but
you need longer-term records to work like a doctor's exam for a
complete picture.

  
 

  

A security guard wearing an electric fan on his neck wipes his sweat on a hot day
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in Beijing, Monday, July 3, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two
unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday, according
to University of Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project. The
unofficial heat records come after months of unusually hot conditions due to
climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP Photo/Andy Wong

While the figures are not an official government record, "this is showing
us an indication of where we are right now," said National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration chief scientist Sarah Kapnick. And NOAA
indicated it will take the figures into consideration for its official record
calculations.

Even though the dataset used for the unofficial record goes back only to
1979, Kapnick said that given other data, the world is likely seeing the
hottest day in "several hundred years that we've experienced."

Scientists generally use much longer measurements—months, years,
decades—to track the Earth's warming. But the daily highs are an
indication that climate change is reaching uncharted territory.

JUST HOW HOT IS IT?

With many places seeing temperatures near 100 degrees Fahrenheit
(37.8 degrees Celsius), the new average temperatures might not seem 
very hot. But Tuesday's global high was nearly 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit (a
full degree Celsius) higher than the 1979-2000 average, which already
tops the 20th- and 19th-century averages.
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https://phys.org/news/2023-06-southern-frequent.html


 

  

Construction worker Fernando Padilla wipes his face as he works in the heat,
Friday, June 30, 2023 in Nashville, Tenn. The entire planet sweltered for the two
unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday, according
to University of Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project. The
unofficial heat records come after months of unusually hot conditions due to
climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP Photo/George Walker IV

High-temperature records were surpassed this week in Quebec and Peru.
Beijing reported nine straight days last week when the temperature
exceeded 95 degrees Fahrenheit (35 degrees Celsius). Cities across the
U.S. from Medford, Oregon, to Tampa, Florida, have been hovering at
all-time highs, said Zack Taylor, a meteorologist with the National
Weather Service.
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Alan Harris, director of emergency management for Seminole County,
Florida, said that they've already exceeded last year in the number of
days they've had their extreme weather plan activated, a measure
initiated when the heat index will be 108 degrees Fahrenheit (42.22
degrees Celsius) or greater.

"It's just been kind of brutally hot for the last week, and now it looks like
potentially for two weeks," Harris said.

In the U.S., heat advisories include portions of western Oregon, inland
far northern California, central New Mexico, Texas, Florida and the
coastal Carolinas, according to the National Weather Service Weather
Prediction Center. Excessive heat warnings are continuing across
southern Arizona and California.
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https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/discussions/hpcdiscussions.php?disc=pmdspd
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/discussions/hpcdiscussions.php?disc=pmdspd


 

Tubers float the cool Comal River in New Braunfels, Texas, Thursday, June 29,
2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human
recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists
at the Climate Reanalyzer project. The unofficial heat records come after
months of unusually hot conditions due to climate change and a strong El Nino
event. Credit: AP Photo/Eric Gay

SOME POPULATIONS ARE AT RISK, BUT MANY ARE STILL
OUTDOORS

Higher temperatures translate into brutal conditions for people all over
the world. When the heat spikes, humans suffer health
effects—especially young and elderly people, who are vulnerable to heat
even under normal conditions.

"People aren't used to that. Their bodies aren't used to that," said
Erinanne Saffell, Arizona's state climatologist and an expert in extreme
weather and climate events. "That's important to understand who might
be at risk, making sure people are hydrated, they're staying cool, and
they're not exerting themselves outside, and taking care of those folks
around you who might be at risk."

Overall, the heat means something a little different to everyone.

In West Texas, it's cool wraps and Gatorade for construction workers,
said Joe Staley, a job site superintendent for a company that builds
wastewater treatment plants. In Portland, it's extra water on backyard
vegetable gardens, said Martha Alvarado. In Minnesota, it's a difficult
workout on the family vineyard thanks to extra humidity for Joe Roisen.
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https://phys.org/tags/elderly+people/


 

In Dallas, the heat also means a sense of camaraderie for musician Sam
Cormier, who often plays outdoors. Apartment dwellers with their
windows open step out to bring him a drink. People are still walking
around outside, even with the weather, and he plays with just his guitar,
which is lighter than other equipment. He'd rather be outside sweating,
he said, than inside on a computer.

  
 

  

A woman uses a fan to cool a child as they sit on a bench at Qianmen pedestrian
shopping street on a hot day in Beijing, Thursday, June 29, 2023. The entire
planet sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping
Monday and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists at the Climate
Reanalyzer project. The unofficial heat records come after months of unusually
hot conditions due to climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP
Photo/Andy Wong
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HOW WE GOT HERE, AND WHERE WE'RE GOING

NOAA's Kapnick said the global heat is from a natural El Nino warming
of the Pacific that heats up the globe as it changes worldwide weather on
top of human-caused climate change from the burning of coal, oil and
gas.

"Not all records are meant to be broken. In almost every corner of our
planet, people are facing the brunt of unprecedented heat waves," said
United Nations Environment Programme Director Inger Andersen. "We
ignore science at our own peril. ... It is the poorest and most vulnerable
that continue to suffer from our inaction."

The highs come after months of "truly unreal meteorology and climate
stats for the year," such as off-the-chart record warmth in the North
Atlantic, record low sea ice in Antarctica and a rapidly strengthening El
Nino, said University of Oklahoma meteorology professor Jason
Furtado.
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https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-04-earth-hot-sudden-ocean-spike.html
https://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/
https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-06-el-nino-early-big-sloppy.html


 

  

Visitors wear sun hats and carry umbrellas as they leave the Forbidden City on a
hot day in Beijing, Thursday, June 29, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the
two unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday,
according to University of Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project.
The unofficial heat records come after months of unusually hot conditions due to
climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP Photo/Andy Wong
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Zoologist Kris Marshall uses a water canon to help an elephant keep cool from
the heat at the Dallas Zoo in Dallas, Friday, June 30, 2023. The entire planet
sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday
and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists at the Climate
Reanalyzer project. The unofficial heat records come after months of unusually
hot conditions due to climate change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP
Photo/LM Otero
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A youth dives off the malecon seawall into the water to cool off in Havana,
Cuba, Wednesday, July 5, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two
unofficial hottest days in human record keeping Monday and Tuesday, according
to University of Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project. Credit: AP
Photo/Ramon Espinosa
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A man cools off at an urban beach at Madrid Rio park in Madrid, Spain,
Monday, June 26, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two unofficial
hottest days in human recordkeeping Monday and Tuesday, according to
University of Maine scientists at the Climate Reanalyzer project. The unofficial
heat records come after months of unusually hot conditions due to climate
change and a strong El Nino event. Credit: AP Photo/Manu Fernandez
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A pedestrian shades herself with an umbrella in Havana, Cuba, Wednesday, July
5, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human
record keeping Monday and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists
at the Climate Reanalyzer project. Credit: AP Photo/Ramon Espinosa
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A pedestrian shades herself with an umbrella in Havana, Cuba, Wednesday, July
5, 2023. The entire planet sweltered for the two unofficial hottest days in human
record keeping Monday and Tuesday, according to University of Maine scientists
at the Climate Reanalyzer project. Credit: AP Photo/Ramon Espinosa

Wednesday may bring another unofficial record, with the Climate
Reanalyzer again forecasting record or near-record heat. Antarctica's
average forecast for Wednesday is a whopping 4.5 degrees Celsius (8.1
degrees Fahrenheit) warmer than the 1979-2000 average.

Because humanity hasn't stopped pumping heat-trapping gases into the
air, future generations will look back at the summer of 2023 as "one of
the coolest of the rest of your life," said Texas A&M climate scientist
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Andrew Dessler.

© 2023 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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